CSIR Integrated Skill Initiative

One year Certification course in “Precision Measurement and Quality Control” PMQC-2017

CSIR - National Physical Laboratory, India is mandated to be ‘National Measurement Institute (NMI)’ and custodian of ‘National Standards’ with a responsibility of the dissemination of measurements. Based on CSIR-NPL’s strength and expertise in accurate and precise measurements, CSIR-NPL, India has started a one year full time certification course on ‘Precision Measurements and Quality Control’ for the first time in the country for B.Sc (Physics & Maths), B.Sc. Engg. or 3 years Diploma in (Mechanical/ Electrical/ Electronics/ Electronics & Communication/ Instrumentation engineering).

The first batch of this course has got 13 students who are being groomed to be metrology professionals through meticulously designed course modules with blend of classroom lectures, discussion, tutorials and practicals related to measurements, testing and calibrations. They are getting exposure to industrial oriented experimental learning hands on experience in industrial internship. These students will undergo Industrial training (Jan 2018-March 2018) and will pass out By March end.

Contact for Industrial Training and placements

Industries and organisations interested to take the students as trainees for Jan-March 2018 (three months) are welcome to contact at the mails given below.

on successful completion, young minds trained in this discipline will have unique advantage of wide exposure and hands-on training on best measuring equipments. These professionals would be an asset to organisations in quality control (QC), accredited laboratories, manufacturing and production industries, Defence sector, Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) sectors and many other related industries. Industries and organisations interested to hire these professionals may also contact at emails given below for arranging placement interviews.

E-mail: vnojha@nplindia.org or hrd@nplindia.org, Phone: 011-4560 8290/9366, website: www.nplindia.org

Opening ceremony of PMQC – April 2017
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